Account Holder’s full name: …………………………….

Trading Account number: ……………………………….

NO INTEREST PROFIT OR LOSS ADJUSTMENT ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The undersigned account holder (“Client”) hereby acknowledges and agrees, that by derogation to
the Terms and Conditions applicable between him/her and Fondex (trade name of TopFX Ltd) as per
the Client Agreement and any other document the Client signed with Fondex in relation with his/her
trading account:
1. The Client will not be credited nor debited any interest on any open position in his/her
trading account with Fondex past the closing of each business day (21:00/22:00 GMT
summer/winter time);
2. Fondex commissions (if any) and spreads still apply on the Swap Free Accounts;
3. Fondex will not charge any position rollover fee to the Client’s account either, regardless of
the period that a position remains open for;
4. Those specific conditions (“the Exception”) shall be used strictly in good faith for Muslim
religious compliance reasons only;
5. This Exception is granted to the Client at the sole discretion of Fondex and may be revoked
by Fondex at any time and with immediate effect in case of abuse by the Client or damage
caused to Fondex due to the Exception. In such case, Fondex shall not be liable to the Client
or any third party for its decision to revoke the Exception;
6. Fondex reserves the right to revoke an accounts swap free status without having to provide
reasoning for this. If Fondex detects that a swap free account is being abused by taking
advantage of not paying swaps, in the form of, but not limited to; fraud, manipulation, cashback arbitrage, carry trades, or other forms of deceitful or fraudulent activity with the usage
of a Swap free Account, than we reserve the right to take immediate action in the form of;
(a) revoking Swap free privilege to all live trading Accounts that are under suspicion of
exploitation;
(b) correction and recovery of accrued Swaps and related accrued interest expenses and/or
costs pertaining to and all of the client’s Swap free trading Accounts for the period which the
Accounts were converted into Swap free status;
(c) Termination of the client agreement;
(d) Nullifying all trades carried out on client’s trading Accounts and, cancelling any profits
earned or losses incurred on such client’s trading Accounts. Except where explicitly stated to
the contrary, this form is governed by the terms of the applicable account opening
documents and the terms and conditions signed by the Client.
7. Keeping overnight positions on cryptocurrencies will incur swap charges, even if your
account is swap-free.
Place / date: ………………….................

Signature: …………………..............................

